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Chapter 7  

___________________________________________________   _________________ 

  7 DISCUSSION 

 

This research was mainly focused on the energy optimization. The proposed defense 

head quarter complex at Baththaramulla was taken as case study. The illumination 

system and the HVAC system were taken into consideration because these two sectors 

are identified as the most energy consuming sectors in most of the building concerned. 

As all the office functions are taken place in day time, the large portions of electricity 

bills are paid for day time consumption.  The total electricity bill is concerned major 

part pays to the illumination system and HVAC system, with compare to the other 

electrical consuming units. Therefore the all calculations done throughout the research 

work are mainly focused to the day time. 

 

The Dialux software was used to do calculation for the lighting system. So that, the 

luminaries arrangement and the number of luminaries needed for the building for 

particular arrangement was decided by the software. However, the selection of type of 

luminaries to be installed as suitable to office environment was done according to the 

personal preference. Moreover, the internal arrangement of furniture and other 

equipments, and the internal building arrangement were also not considered during the 

calculation stage. In order to enhance the concept of energy efficiency, the colour of 

the ceiling, walls and floor were selected as appropriate. The windows were 

considered as frame less, because at the initial calculation it was found that there were 

no different for daylight intake in between frame less windows and with frame 

windows. The glasses of the windows were taken as basic window glass for the major 

calculations because it was needed to commence from the most basic stage. The basic 

illuminance level was taken as 300 lux , as input to the software, but the equal 

distribution of the illuminance level was not obtained. The pattern of illumination 

distribution shows in iso lux curves and value charts in Appendix A. However with 

some additional modification to the riffed design the Lux level can be made distribute 

to more equal up to desirable level. In the same time the glare prevention action can be 

considered in the most suitable way appropriate to the selected designed. In addition to 

that, the building inside arrangement can be improved further with adding furniture, 
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column arrangement and other additional accessories. With all those improvements 

the output to the calculations would have to be more desirable with compare to the 

already obtained product. Sometimes the luminary arrangement can be improved 

more, with user define method in the software. The angle and the positioning of the 

luminaries can be changed to enhance the concept of equal distribution of lux level, by 

focusing the luminaries to low illuminated areas. 

 

The HVAC system considered throughout the calculations was focused only to the 

capacity of selected building model. It was a split type unit and not a centralized 

chiller system. But for the energy evaluation nature works the selected system is far 

enough to consider. Even though the internal unit arrangement of the whole system 

was not accounted deeply the same was based on the assumptions made. The energy 

evaluation mainly based on the manual calculation method such as CLTD, CLF 

method in fact of software based calculation. The software wildly used for HVAC 

system evaluation as EnerWin and Equest were not given desirable solution to 

calculate the energy usage in step by step as manual calculations. The HVAC system 

used for research work was wildly available in the market, but there are more energy 

efficient systems also available in the market with the same capacity. 

 

The work done here can be improved further with getting consideration to the 

additional techniques and concepts towards the energy saving. Mainly the energy 

saving can be improved with good conduct of employees and with enforcing more 

rules basically on equipment handling. Sometimes that is may not be possible for most 

of the organizations and it may be an additional burning for the employees also. BMS 

gives the total solution for these nature establishments as it can avoid the individual 

handling of equipments which involves serving more energy. 

 

Being a tropical country Sri Lanka gets more solar radiation throughout the day. As 

same as that the solar gives lots of energy generation opportunities, it will cause the 

increase of internal thermal condition of the building. Sometimes the basic methods 

can be used to prevent the entering of solar radiation into the building such as using of 

curtaining and vertical blinds. Tinting of glass also is one of the method used to serve 

energy in most of the building glasses. Specially the windows need to be improved 
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towards passive solar buildings concept in tropical countries. The motorized louvers 

also can be used more effectively to improve the energy efficiency of buildings. Other 

than those technical approaches the concept of green building also involves to serve 

energy from usual consumption. In the same way building internal colour cord gives 

considerable participation towards maintenance of internal illumination level. Other 

way around it involves serving energy to be used for lighting system. 

 

The HVAC system also can be installed with VAVS and VSD run systems as it serve 

more energy than usual system. Further, HVAC systems have been improved as 

hybrid systems integrating with solar energy and electrical power to improve energy 

efficiency. Even This technology is not widely use in Sri Lanka some countries use 

them effectively in their building services systems. 

 

According to the research work, it was found that the most energy efficient building 

models were obtained as total enclosed model with LED luminairs based on the 

building location. The selected building model exposed to high solar radiation, 

according to the geographical situation, the construction cost of the total system was 

comparatively higher than other models. Then the payback period was not logical 

within desirable period. Therefore, decisions to be made during the designing stage of 

such system with compare to the back ground need to be maintained as energy saving 

or cost minimizing.  

 

The Code of Practice for Energy Efficient Buildings in Sri Lanka – 2008 has offered 

the criteria for maximum allowable power for illumination systems for different types 

of buildings. The classification of buildings have been done on the general type of 

using and the lighting power density has been given as W/m
2
 against the each type of 

building area. 

 

According to the Table 1 2 the maximum lighting power density (LPD) for the 

illumination system of office type building is 10.8 Wm
-2 

. However at the analization 

stage it shows that the LPD of all the building model taken for the case study, are 

significantly lower than the maximum allowable limit given in the building cord.  

 


